Title: Saunders Building – Furniture Relocation

Location: SAU 109 (Interior Planners Space) and 145 (Back end of PM Wing)

Description: Interior Modifications will be adding a fifth station into their workspace. This will require some removal and reconfiguring of existing furniture, as well as relocation of storage cabinets to the back area of Project Management wing on Friday, July 6.

There will be some minor noise associated with relocation of furniture up and down PM hallway. A short period of louder noise (banging of posts to remove from desk units) will occur over the lunch hour. The majority of furniture movement will occur around 1pm and is expected to be complete within a couple of hours.

New furniture pieces for SAU 109 will arrive on July 9th at approximately 8:30am. Installation noise will be kept to a minimum, however, there may be a few short periods of hammering while posts are reinstalled. Work is expected to be completed by the lunch hour.

Time frame: Friday, July 6, 2018 – 12pm – 3pm; Monday July 9 - 8:30am-1pm

FMGT contact: Jodi Miranda, Coordinator, Interior Modification Services

Email address: jmiranda@uvic.ca

Phone: 250-472-5061